## RESOURCE LIST

### ANCIENT HISTORY
No Text Required

### BIOLOGY
- **Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf** ........................................... $2.05 5  | P50046
- **Biography - An Australian Perspective (2nd edn) [Lorraine &105.00] 2  | P10077
- **Huxley & Margaret Walter** ........................................... Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- **Biozone Year 12 Biology Student Workbook [Allen]...... $39.95 3  | P05578

### BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
- **Cambridge HSC Business Studies Text & Interactive** [Hickey et al]........................................... $73.95 4  | P03805

### CHEMISTRY
- **New Students Only** Zundaloh Chemistry 9th edition eBook [ISBN 9781133611097] Students are able to purchase a subscription through www.cengagebrain.com.au
- **Select Rent thru for a minimum 1-2 years from $92.95.**
- **Existing students should have purchased an eBook subscription in Year 11.**
- **Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf** ........................................... $2.05 5  | P50046

### DRAMA
- **Black Drama Pants (S,M,L)**
- **(To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)**
- **Exercise Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic** ................. $1.10 6  | P51136

### ECONOMICS
- **Year 12 Economics 2016 (Textbook & CD) [Tim Riley]. $60.00 7  | P05765
- **(New Edition for 2016)** Students should also retain the Year 11 Economics Package text as this will be required for some units.

### ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
- **Engineering Studies - Student Workbook Stage 6 [John $30.00 8  | P10227
- **Rochford]**
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**

### ENGLISH
- **Othello: No Fear Shakespeare [Shakespeare]............ $8.99 9  | P04092
- **Swallow The Air (Uni Of Qld Press edn) (H/B) [Winch]. $28.00 10  | P10587

### FRENCH
- **Earphones Stereo Ultra Lightweight With Adapter .... $9.95 11  | P50345
- **Tapis Volant Senior - Student Book (Inc CD+Grammar $67.95 12  | P02859
- **Book) [Zemiro et al]** Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- **Tapis Volant Senior - Workbook & DVD [Jane Zemiro]. $41.50 13  | P02840
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**

### GEOGRAPHY
- **Senior Geography for Queensland Book 1 text/ eBookPLUS (2E) [Dodd et al]** Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- **QLD Senior Geography Book 2 text/eBookPLUS (2nd Edn) [Meyer] $74.95 15  | P12599
- **QLD Senior Geography Book 2 text/eBookPLUS (2nd Edn) [Zemiro et al]** Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

### GERMAN
- **Collins German Dictionary and Grammar (7th edn) $31.99 16  | P02361
- **[Collins]**
- **Schauer's Outline of German Grammar (5th edn) $31.95 17  | P05555
- **[Goschosmann] Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**
- **Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf** ........................................... $2.05 18  | P50046

### I.T.S.
- **No Text Required**

### ITALIAN
- **Collins Pocket Dictionary Italian (In colour)(7th edition) $19.99 19  | P03438
- **[Collins]**
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**
- **Complete Italian Verb Book [Gammuccio] $34.25 20  | P08043
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**
- **Schaum's Outline of Italian Grammar (4th edn) $31.95 21  | P05556
- **[Germano] Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**

### JAPANESE
- **No Text Required**

### LEGAL STUDIES
- **Legal Studies For Queensland : Vol 2 (6th Edn) $85.95 22  | P05616
- **You will need to also retain your Year 11 Textbook - Legal Studies for Queensland Vol 1, 7th edition**

### MATHS A
- **Calculator Texas Graphic TI-84 Plus Ind. USB Link $197.25 23  | P05270
- **(Do not purchase TI-Nspire calculators as they will not be permitted to use in examinations)**
- **Display Book A4 20 Pocket Black Refillable $1.95 24  | P55442
- **Exercise Book Olympic 225x175mm 240 Page 8mm $2.50 25  | P51221
- **Exercise Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic $1.10 26  | P51136
- **QLD New QMaths 12A (Print & 4 YR eBook) (3E) $79.95 27  | P05623
- **[Brode et al]**

### MATHS B
- **Mathematics For Queensland Yr 12B (Bk/Cd) $82.95 28  | P03711
- **[Adamson Et Al]**
- **Calculator Texas Graphic TI-84 Plus Ind. USB Link $197.25 29  | P05270
- **(Do not purchase TI-Nspire calculators as they will not be permitted to use in examinations)**
- **Display Book A4 20 Pocket Black Refillable $1.95 30  | P55442
- **Exercise Book Olympic 225x175mm 240 Page 8mm $2.50 31  | P51221
- **Exercise Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic $1.10 32  | P51136

### MATHS C
- **Calculator Texas Graphic TI-84 Plus Ind. USB Link $197.25 33  | P05270
- **(Do not purchase TI-Nspire calculators as they will not be permitted to use in examinations)**
- **Display Book A4 20 Pocket Black Refillable $1.95 34  | P55442
- **Exercise Book Olympic 225x175mm 240 Page 8mm $2.50 35  | P51221
- **Exercise Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic $1.10 36  | P51136
- **QLD New QMaths 12C (Print & 4 YR eBook) (3E) $79.95 37  | P05627

### MODERN HISTORY
- **GCSE Modern World History (2nd edn) [Waltch] $78.95 38  | P01119
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**

### MUSIC
- **In Tune With Music Bk 3 - Student Book [Donicott et al] $87.50 39  | P09764
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**
- **2 x Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic each $1.35 40  | P51215
- **$2.70 41  | P03858
- **Seeing Ear - Student Book [Thackray] $39.95 42  | P01508
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**

### PHYSICS
- **AQA Philosophy AS Student Book [Rawlinson et al] $61.50 43  | P55110
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**

### PHYSICAL EDUCATION
- **Binder A4 2D Ring PVC 25mm Black $4.10 44  | P59328
- **Pocket Plastic 11 Hole A4 Pkt 10 $1.65 45  | P51215
- **Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic $1.35 46  | P05556
- **QLD Senior Physical Education (3rd edn) [Glenn $79.99 47  | P01273
- **Amedroz et al]**
- **Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.**

*continued over page ...*
**YEAR 12 BOOK LIST 2016**

**PHYSICS**
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf................................. $2.05 47 □ P50046
- Problems In Physics (3rd edn) [A72935] [Erenes] $30.50 48 □ P02340
- Gardiner et al.]............................................................ Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

**VISUAL ARTS**
- Canson Visual Diary 60 Sheet 24 X 32CM Green....... $11.50 49 □ P65035

*INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE – DIPLOMA PROGRAMME*

**IB BIOLOGY**
- IB Course Book: Oxford Biology 2014 Coursebook [Alott & Mindorff].......................................................... $76.95 50 □ P04769
- IB Study Guide: Oxford Biology 2014 [Andrew Alott]..... $46.95 51 □ P04758
  - Optional
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf................................. $2.05 52 □ P50046

**IB BUSINESS MANAGEMENT**

**IB CHEMISTRY**
- IB Course Book: Oxford Chemistry 2014 Coursebook [Brian Murphy]......................................................... $76.95 54 □ P04766
  - Optional
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf................................. $2.05 56 □ P50046

**IB FRENCH**
- No Text Required

**IB GEOGRAPHY**
- IB Course Book: Geography [Nagle & Cookie] .................. $61.95 57 □ P05909
  - Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

**IB GERMAN**
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf................................. $2.05 58 □ P50046
- Deutsch Im Einsatz Schülerbuch - Student Book [Katin] $79.15 59 □ P00808
- Fox et al [Queen’s Ed]................................................. Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- Collins German Dictionary and Grammar (7th edn) $31.99 60 □ P02361
  - [Collins]................................................................. Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- Schaum’s Outline of German Grammar (5th edn) $31.95 61 □ P05555
  - [Gachosman]......................................................... Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

**IB HISTORY**
- GCSE Modern World History (2nd edn) [Walsh]................. $78.95 62 □ P01119
  - Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

**IB ITALIAN**
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic........................ $1.35 63 □ P51215
- Collins Pocket Dictionary Italian (In colour)(7th edition) $19.99 64 □ P03438
  - [Collins]................................................................. Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- Complete Italian Verb Book [Guanucci]....................... $34.25 65 □ P08043
  - Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- Schaum’s Outline of Italian Grammar (4th edn) $31.95 66 □ P05556
  - [German]................................................................. Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

**IB JAPANESE**
- No Text Required

**IB MATHS STUDIES**
- Mathematics Studies SL (Exam Prep & Practice Gde)........ $29.70 69 □ P01829
  - (3rd edn) [Haese et al]..............................................

**IB MUSIC**
- Music an Appreciation 6th Edition
  - (To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)
- 2 x Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic each $1.35. $2.70 70 □ P51215

**IB PHILOSOPHY**
- IB Course Book: Oxford Philosophy Being Human 2014 $53.95 71 □ P05967
  - [Le Nezet et al]........................................................ Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

**IB PHYSICS**
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf................................. $2.05 72 □ P50046
- IB Course Book: Oxford Physics 2014 Coursebook $76.95 73 □ P08972
  - [Bowen-Jones & Homer]............................................. Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
  - Optional

**IB THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE**
- IB Course Book: Theory of Knowledge (2nd edn) $64.95 75 □ P02951
  - [Eileen Dombrowski et al]........................................
  - Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.

**IB VISUAL ARTS**
- Canson Visual Diary 60 Sheet 24 X 32CM Green........... $11.50 76 □ P65035

**STATIONERY**

**OPTIONAL STATIONERY**
- Earbud Headphones with Microphone & Remote Single $17.95 77 □ P50712
- 4 x Pen Ballpoint Bic Cristal Blue each $0.60............. $2.40 78 □ P56098
- 2 x Pen Ballpoint Bic Cristal Black each $0.60............ $1.20 79 □ P56097
- 2 x Pen Ballpoint Bic Cristal Red each $0.60.............. $1.20 80 □ P56101
- Highlighters Micador ECO Wallet Pack 4.................. $2.95 81 □ P51157
- Ruler 300mm Plastic Clear................................. $0.55 82 □ P56414
- 2 x Eraser Plastic Pencil Large With Sleeve each $0.40 $0.80 83 □ P56510
- Correction Tape Marbig............................................ $3.35 84 □ P50466
- Book Covering 450mm x 1m................................. $1.65 85 □ P55176
- Calculator Padded Case (Graphical)......................... $11.00 86 □ P51269

(To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)

(To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)

(Somerset College A4 Book Cover)

(Somerset College USB Stick 8GB)